Route description to the Rothenberg labs at Science Park Amsterdam.

Our labs are located in building E, on the ground floor. They can be reached through the main building via the first floor. The offices of Prof. Gadi Rothenberg (C2.246) and of Dr. Raveendran Shiju and Dr. Stefania Grecea (C2.241) are located in the main building, on the second floor.

**By car**
All highways to Amsterdam converge on the Ring Amsterdam, A10. Choose Ring Oost and take exit S113 to Watergraafsmeer, then follow the signs to Science Park.

**By train**
Science Park Amsterdam has its own train station on the line Amsterdam CS - Almere. Trains go every 30 minutes.

From Schiphol: take the train to Amsterdam CS. From there take the stoptrain to Almere Oostvaarders. The second station on this line is Amsterdam Science Park.

**By bus**
There are busses to Science Park from station Amsterdam Amstel and from station Muiderpoort: bus 40 and bus 240. Leave the bus at bus stop “Science Park Terra”.

If you’re stuck, call our institute secretary, Renate Hippert: 020-525 5265.